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How can cultural heritage contribute to socially sustainable landscape development in democratic societies? This paper explores new heritage frontiers in collaborative spatial planning processes. Throughout the last three decades, heritage management has become increasingly integrated with spatial planning and in particular the transformation of existing built environments and landscapes. In this context, cultural heritage is often not produced to safeguard relics from the past, but rather to contribute to political, social and economic spatial development (Fairclough, 2009). The European Council’s Faro Convention from 2005 thus conceives cultural heritage as a malleable resource for sustainable spatial development while emphasising cultural heritage as an essential constituent of place and identity. When seen as an active component in spatial planning, the processes of heritage making and the outcome, the heritage product, often departs substantially from established practices. Heritage is not only selected and managed by historians, restoration architects and other experts, but is rather an issue for debate in democratic processes that involve a broad range of actors. Furthermore, heritage value is not only ascribed to objects that are considered particularly good or representative relics from the past. In a forward-looking perspective, everything that is inherited from the past can potentially have value for spatial development – buildings, cultural traditions and place narratives.

Taking a starting point in the Faro convention, heritage scholar Graham Fairclough defines a number of new ‘frontiers’ in relation to ‘doing heritage’ (Fairclough, 2009, p. 31). The integration of heritage management with democratic spatial planning processes requires, first, learning other, collaborative ways of defining or valuing heritage and involving new actors, in particular the affected citizens, local communities and stakeholders. Second, it requires adopting new forward-looking objectives. This implies conceiving heritage products as means rather than ends, and as an active part of development rather than fixed results. Third, it requires adopting new ways of dealing with heritage beyond preservation.

This paper adds to the understanding of heritage, as a product and process, in collaborative spatial planning processes. To this end, we explore two cases from Denmark, a country with a strong tradition for integrating heritage interests with a democratic planning practice. The two cases are innovative examples of making and using heritage in collaborative processes dealing with a prevalent task: the preservation, transformation and development of built environments with strategic goals. In both cases, heritage played a central role as a resource for the development of a large-scale area and as a tool for participation. Case 1, Albertslund Syd, examines the physical and social renewal of a suburban 1960s social housing area. Case 2, The good life at the seaside, studies the strategic development of place-based potential in the shrinking rural municipality of Thisted which resulted in the transformation of piers and landing places in three coastal villages.

Based on these cases, we aim to substantiate new heritage frontiers in collaborative spatial transformation processes. We assume that heritage is not a thing in itself, but is instead formed of cultural processes and products that are continuously re-created according to changing ideas, values and objectives, and influenced by multiple forces. Guided by Tunbridge and Ashworth’s process-based model of heritage as a conflicted product made by people (Tunbridge & Ashworth, 1996) we study how different perceptions of and interests in heritage are negotiated in collaborative spatial planning processes. Concretely, we analyse heritage and planning documents, design proposals and other documentation of the transformation processes in Albertslund Syd (1999-2014) and Thisted (2007-2014). This analysis is supplemented by field visits and interviews with key professionals who contributed to the planning processes.

On the whole, the two cases demonstrate that collaborative heritage making in spatial planning processes has a lot of potential for contributing to socially sustainable landscape development. By including new actors, such as local communities and stakeholders, in what was previously a narrow domain of official heritage experts and managers, such processes can strengthen public dialogue and democratic decision-making in society. By conceiving heritage as a collaborative process and product, and by applying the large-scale perspective from spatial planning, multiple interests can be integrated and negotiated. By doing heritage together, local communities can strengthen their sense of belonging, community and responsibility for their environment. Such positive effects can contribute to the increased social resilience of places that face economic, demographic, and social challenges.
By applying collective survey methods and future-oriented criteria for selection processes, new heritage values, such as narratives from everyday life and people’s living practices, can be identified, preserved and further developed. In this way, heritage can become relevant to people in a perspective that concerns their desired future just as much as their conception of the past. A new and broader conception of possible heritage products that goes way beyond building preservation can contribute to inclusive and socially sustainable spatial development.

Despite the clear potential, however, collective heritage making in planning has limitations and implies new challenges. First, the democratic potential of such processes has a problematic side to it. Unlike in representational democratic processes, where every citizen has a voice, collaborative planning and heritage making only gives voice to those who participate actively in the process. It is therefore important to question how collaborative heritage making can include the perspectives and interests of those who do not take part in the process. The cases show some of the tools that planning professionals are currently developing to deal with this challenge, such as actively seeking out unheard groups or groups that are likely to remain passive.

Secondly, collaborative heritage making can blur decision-making. Explorative processes characterised by dialogue between heritage professionals and local communities can strengthen the relevance and positive effects of heritage making, but they may also potentially blur the power-play behind heritage selection and assemblage. It is therefore important to be aware of and to clearly communicate at which point of the heritage making process the local community is being involved and what the scope of influence is on decision-making. These are often discussed challenges to public participation in spatial planning processes (Agger & Hoffmann, 2008), from which collaborative heritage making might be able to learn and vice versa.

Finally, relating heritage making so closely to planning objectives and to the present interests of local communities does have limitations. While heritage in spatial planning is a growing field, it does not fully cover all the benefits that heritage can have to societal interests. Notably, heritage making also has potential as an alternative to short-term planning horizons in that it can safeguard physical structures whose value is not recognised by a contemporary public, and which have no immediate development or reuse potential. This apparently ‘useless’ heritage might be overlooked in collaborative spatial planning processes. Furthermore, a focus on development and transformation potential – which lead to increased attention to intangible heritage values and products in the studied cases – might also lead to less attention to the preservation of the physical traces of our culture. Collaborative heritage making in spatial planning thus raises fundamental questions as to why and for whom we wish to preserve and develop heritage in radically new ways.
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